
LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD 

 
 

 

 

 

Shelley and Literary Mediation, Aesthetic Reasoning 

The Problem of Empathy in Frankenstein 

 

 

 

 Whitman: Democracy & Literature  

Hughes & Stevens: American Imagining 



DEWEY’S “EXPRESSIVE OBJECT” 
 

FROM ART AS EXPERIENCE 
“A poem and picture* present material  

passed through the alembic** of personal  

experience. They have no precedents***  

in existence or in universal being. But,  

nonetheless, their material came from the  

public world and so has qualities in  

common with the material of other  

experiences, while the product awakens  

in other persons new perceptions of the  

meanings of the common world.”       1934 

 
*  or anything we count as expressive media / artwork 

**  device for transformation, refinement, distillation  

***  law, original, or standard to which they refer 



VOL. II: THE CREATURE’S EXPERIENCE 
 
 

1. How would you characterize VF’s encounter with the 

Creature? (Ch.2) 

2. What do we learn from the Creature’s tale? (Ch.3) 

3. The poor family (Ch.4) 

4. Knowledge of human history (Ch.5) 

5. History of the family, Felix & Safie (Ch.6) 

6. Reading, books; virtues and vices of mankind (Ch.7) 

7. Rage, loss of community, altruism, vengeance (Ch.8) 

8. Plea for a companion (Ch.9) 

  



“MODERN PROMETHEUS” 
 
WHICH FIGURE? 
1. Literal: Victor (a negative view) 

2. Analogical: Robert (a hopeful view) 

 

 

Q: How does the novel codify and judge “modernity” 

through the story? 

 

Q: How ought we think about the figure of 

“prometheus” and the promethean theme in the 

novel? 



WHICH “MODERN PROMETHEUS”? 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What constitutes this incapacity? 

instrumental vs. aesthetic reasoning 

ROBERT WALTON 
 

+expedition for passage 

+want of a friend 

+reaction to Victor 

+concern for family 

+reflective, patient 

+thinks of men, results 

+EMPATHIC LISTENER 

 

VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN 
 

+pursuit of nature’s secrets 

+has many friends 

+reaction to Creature 

+neglect of family 

+speculative, rash 

+thinks of self,“woe is me” 

+INCAPABLE OF LISTENING 



THE EMPATHIC READER 
 

RECALL LETTER IV: THE FRAME 
Reader: “You seek for knowledge and wisdom…” 

Story: “enlarge your faculties and understanding” 

 

SHELLEY’S NOVEL AS TECHNOLOGY OF REFLECTION 
1. Recall: Literary Mediation 

2. Insights: Empathy can only be drawn out (education), 

3. Ethics without Moral Imagination = cycle of vengeance* 

4. The idea of “humanity” cannot be a fixed concept, nor 

is it “natural,” self-evident, or a feeling, 

5. Introspection, self-reflection alone effects little:  

understanding ourselves can only be achieved through 

a process of sincerely trying to understand OTHERS.  

 

The novel is what mediates this process… 



ETHICS WITHOUT MORAL IMAGINATION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cf. Schiller, “Enlightened barbarianism” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-iQldPiH64


QUIZ 7: SHELLEY 



SCHILLER & WHITMAN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
          ABUSE OF REASON  CONTRADICTIONS OF DEMOCRACY 
            Aesthetic Education            American Democracy 
       develop “aesthetic character”       develop “religious democracy” 
 
          Context: French Revolution                         Context: Civil War 
 

“Failure of Imagination” 
 
 Reason/knowldg. alone is enough   Unbelief, imperfect individualism 



WHITMAN: THE IDEA OF DEMOCRACY 

 

“SINE-QUA-NON” OF DEMOCRACY 
 

1. General problem: we don’t actually understand 
democracy, much less freedom; furthermore, we have 

not created THE CONDITIONS without which democracy 

cannot develop or sustain itself 

 

2. Specific problems: our notions of SELF or individual(ism); 

lack of democratic arts, esp. literature; lack of BELIEF in 

the IDEA of democracy 

 

3. The needful: Understand democracy as an AESTHETIC 

IDEA, and the problem of democracy as, ultimately, a 

cultural-spiritual one; form a democratic 

personality/selfhood (“perfect” individualism) 



KANT’S “AESTHETIC IDEAS” 
 

 

-Intuitions, Concepts, Ideas 

-Concepts vs. Ideas 

 

An aesthetic idea is “a representation of the imagination 

that occasions much thinking, though without it being 

possible for any determinate thought, i.e., concept, to be 

adequate to it” 

 

Ex. gravity, love, empathy, justice, intelligence, freedom, 

 … DEMOCRACY 



WHITMAN FOLLOWS MARY, NOT PERCY 

 

DEMOCRACY: NOT AN ELITE CLASS, BUT ELITE READERS 
 

“Books are to be call’d for, and supplied, on the assumption that 
the process of reading is not a half-sleep, but, in highest sense, an 

exercise, a gymnast’s struggle; that the reader is to do something 
for himself, must be on the alert, must himself or herself construct 

indeed the poem, argument, history, metaphysical essay—the text 

furnishing the hints, the clue, the start or frame-work. Not the book 

needs so much to be the complete thing, but the reader of the 

book does. That were to make a nation of supple and athletic 

minds, well-train’d, intuitive, used to depend on themselves, and 

not on a few coteries of writers” (121) 

 
Here the poet/artist  is not false “imitator” (Plato, et. al.), “legislator” 
(Percy), or simply affective inspirer (20thC layperson), but educator 

(as in educing, not instruction); the artwork is NOT COMPLETE – it 

calls for imaginative work (aesthetic reasoning). 


